Mitsubishi fan

Mitsubishi Electric refrigerators and freezers are designed with the end-user in
mindâ€”including conventional refrigerators with the freezer located at the top, and also those
with the freezer located at the bottom. Mitsubishi Electric's compact, energy-saving
dehumidifiers remove excess moisture from the air, and are simple to operate and easy to
maintain. In addition to helping prevent the build-up of condensation and mold, these systems
also provide benefit by helping making it easier to dry laundry. Mitsubishi Electric air purifiers
absorb large amounts of air, removing fine particles and airborne viruses. Due to their high
volume of airflow, our units are particularly effective at cleaning wide areas in a short period of
time. In addition, they minimize exhaust odor by means of unique air ducts in the rotating
portion. As with other models, they are designed with user convenience in mind, and are
lightweight. Mitsubishi Electric fans are reliable, quiet, energy-efficient models produced
utilizing high-quality materials and advanced manufacturing technologies. Offered in stylish
ergonomic designs that suit virtually any interior and a range of features that ensure safety and
easy operation, Mitsubishi Electric fans are evaluated highly in the market. The seemingly
incompatible features of powerful airflow and low-noise operation are realized through a design
that optimizes aerodynamic characteristics. All models are equipped with energy-efficient
motors and are easy to install and clean, making them a popular choice when it comes to
ventilation needs. Long-lasting water pumps that reliably deliver water at the desired pressures
required to fulfill the demands of today's modern lifestyle. Ideal for boosting the pressure from
water-storage tanks, Mitsubishi Electric pumps are capable of handling several tasks at once. A
wide-ranging line-up in various capacities ensures that a best match solution to your needs is
available. Products index. Refrigerators and Freezers Mitsubishi Electric refrigerators and
freezers are designed with the end-user in mindâ€”including conventional refrigerators with the
freezer located at the top, and also those with the freezer located at the bottom. Dehumidifiers
Mitsubishi Electric's compact, energy-saving dehumidifiers remove excess moisture from the
air, and are simple to operate and easy to maintain. Air Purifiers Mitsubishi Electric air purifiers
absorb large amounts of air, removing fine particles and airborne viruses. Electric Fans
Mitsubishi Electric fans are reliable, quiet, energy-efficient models produced utilizing
high-quality materials and advanced manufacturing technologies. Ventilation Fans The
seemingly incompatible features of powerful airflow and low-noise operation are realized
through a design that optimizes aerodynamic characteristics. Water Pumps Long-lasting water
pumps that reliably deliver water at the desired pressures required to fulfill the demands of
today's modern lifestyle. Get in touch with Mitsubishi Electric Contact us. Related link. For your
luxury Mitsubishi Electric Refrigerators. The N-Generation Y-Series outdoor units give you the
design and operational flexibility that your projects demand. Learn how our improved Y-Series
can work for you. Since then, no manufacturer has done more to advance the technology and
application of the most efficient, flexible HVAC system. Mitsubishi Electric systems feature a
two-pipe design that allows for simultaneous cooling and heating throughout a building without
the need for a third refrigerant pipe. That means less piping and space required along with a
faster installation. Mitsubishi Electric's complete line of VRF zoning and ductless HVAC
systems meet the needs of practically any project - from the smallest spaces to the largest
buildings and campuses. The industry's first two-pipe simultaneous cooling and heating system
is easier and less expensive to install. Varying the compressor speed to precisely meet each
zone's conditioning requirements provides more efficient cooling and heating. With
independent control of conditions within each zone, building occupants control their own
comfort and building owners minimize their energy consumption. We use cookies to provide a
personalized site experience. Industry's First Two-Pipe Design. Personal Comfort Control. Why
Mitsubishi Electric Our Mission. Opens in new window. Explore your accessibility options. The
wind controlled freely to suit your comfort. Quiet and gentle. Reaching every corner of the
room. Deliver the comfortable breeze that brings pleasure and fulfillment to you. Versatile wind
controlled freely as you wish. A combined fan and air circulator with four-directional freedom of
movement. Make your living space even more refined and comfortable. A quiet, pleasant breeze
that reaches every corner of the room. A unique seven-bladed fan with a winglet form delivers
dramatically quiet operation. So quiet, you might even forget the fan is on at all. Extra Winglet
Fan. Looks smart with extendable pole. Details and specification are subject to change without
prior notice. Please ask your local distributor or sales company for color availability. For your
luxury Mitsubishi Electric Fans. Dual Function Versatile wind controlled freely as you wish. Low
Acoustic Noise A quiet, pleasant breeze that reaches every corner of the room. Energy efficient
A DC motor ensures comfortable wind while also saving energy. Two-way style Pole height is
adjustable in two positions. Specifications Design. Product code. Rated Voltage. Rated
Frequency. Blade Diameter. Air Delivery. Noise Level. Fan Controller. Level of Control. Remote
Control. Oscillation Type. Child Lock. Sleep Mode. Net Weight. Gross Weight. Package Size.

More Close. Page Top. Help protect the health of your family with advanced filtration features
that ensure better, fresher air in your home. With adjustable airflow direction, you can direct air
to where it is most needed. Indoor Air Quality Instead of wasting money on new filters several
times a year, Mitsubishi Electric indoor units use easy-to-clean, washable filters. They are easy
to access, remove and reinsert. To further improve indoor air quality, units are designed to
bring in fresh outdoor air. Remote Control Several controller options provide you with multiple
ways to program the system to operate around your life. Download Now. Hydronic heating and
our OAT sensor allow you to control the zones of your space you wish to heat, cutting down
your energy costs, and providing you more precise comfort. Its small, compact design provides
remote temperature and humidity sensing. This sensor uses Bluetooth Low Energy to provide
long service life. A specially trained Mitsubishi Electric Contractor can give you expert advice
on the outdoor unit best suited to your specific needs. Sophisticated multi-part filtration
systems reduce contaminants such as allergens, viruses and bacteria from the air. Both the
indoor and outdoor units are extremely quiet. Indoor units operate as low as 19 dB A - that's
quieter than a whisper. Easy-Access, Washable Filters Front panels make it easy to access the
filters. Instead of wasting money on new filters several times a year, Mitsubishi Electric indoor
units use easy-to-clean, washable filters. Sleek wall-mounted air conditioner and heating units
are the perfect alternative to cooling or heating almost any room. They monitor room conditions
and adjust their fan speed to fine-tune your comfort. Advanced filtration features deodorize and
purify the air in your home, contributing to better health. Precise Comfort Control Return air
sensors on every unit monitor room conditions and automatically adjust to maintain the
temperature you choose. Multi-Layer Allergen Filtration Washable year filters with multi-stage
allergen filtration remove particulates and contaminants from the air with continuous fan
operation for better air circulation. The anti-allergen filter traps dust, allergens and other
particles to improve indoor air quality. Remote Control From handheld remote controllers to
smartphone apps, we have solutions that give you total control over your wall-mount air
conditioner and heating systems. Styles That Match Your Style Our wall-mounted air
conditioner and heating units have a sleek design that blends into your environment. These
models feature an elegant flat front panel and are available in glossy black, matte silver or
glossy white. They can be professionally painted or wrapped to complement your rooms. Low
Impact Installation Wall-mounted air conditioning units are simple to install and can be placed
subtly, high up on a wall. This saves space and prevents a large appliance from blocking your
view of outside. Plus, if you want to conserve a little energy, you will be able to open your
window for some fresh outside air. Once you select your indoor and outdoor units, installation
by a Contractor is quick and easy. Through just a three-inch opening in the wall or ceiling, your
contractor can connect the indoor and outdoor units with refrigerant lines and power and
communication wiring. Our multi-position air handler provides the powerful, quiet and efficient
cooling and heating solution your home or business deserves. Perfect for new builds or
replacing your old furnace. Quality construction and reliable performance keeps everyone
comfortable. Now you can replace your existing furnace serving large areas of space with an
efficient Mitsubishi Electric system. Designed to be easily disassembled and reassembled, it fits
through tight openings and can be installed vertically or horizontally depending on your
particular space. Galvanized metal with a powder coated finish provides a solid and stable
cabinet. Internal fan, coil, piping and circuitry are engineered and designed to work in harmony
to provide years of reliable operation. Internal components are easily accessible through clearly
marked panels and are convenient to service. Flexibility The multi-position air handler provides
contractors with installation options. The unit can be installed vertically standing tall or
horizontally laying down which can mean going into otherwise too-cramped quarters. The unit
also may be disassembled and transported through tight access points, such as attic openings,
and reassembled on site. Quiet Solid-state cabinet construction, thick insulation, and a quiet DC
motor minimize vibration and ensures quiet operation as low as 27 dB A. One inch foam,
fiberglass- free insulation reduces condensation and boosts efficiency. Our horizontal-ducted
units use less ductwork than traditional systems and can be hidden either above the ceiling or
below the floor. By utilizing short-run, low-profile ductwork, these units can be concealed in a
ceiling or below the floor. Systems can automatically change between cooling and heating
modes to maintain consistent temperatures. Indoor units operate as quiet as a whisper. Discreet
A low-profile ducted unit is installed above or below the room it is serving. These systems can
keep you comfortable all year round, without compromising your home's aesthetics. Both
options provide precise temperature control. You can also program functions on wall-mounted
wired controllers from the smartphone app. Rebates Financing Tax. History Corporate Careers.
What's Important to You? Indoor Units. Find a Contractor. Compare Products. Photo Gallery.
Controlled airflow Send the air where you need it most by remotely adjusting each vent

individually. Improved Air Quality Help protect the health of your family with advanced filtration
features that ensure better, fresher air in your home. Air Quality. Consult Your Contractor A
specially trained Mitsubishi Electric Contractor can give you expert adv
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ice on the outdoor unit best suited to your specific needs. Multi-flow vanes allow for fast warm
up and efficient operation. Whisper-Quiet Operation Both the indoor and outdoor units are
extremely quiet. Improved Air Quality Advanced filtration features deodorize and purify the air in
your home, contributing to better health. Energy Efficient Now you can replace your existing
furnace serving large areas of space with an efficient Mitsubishi Electric system. Easy to install
Designed to be easily disassembled and reassembled, it fits through tight openings and can be
installed vertically or horizontally depending on your particular space. Whole Home. Out of
Sight By utilizing short-run, low-profile ductwork, these units can be concealed in a ceiling or
below the floor. Automatic Mode Changes Systems can automatically change between cooling
and heating modes to maintain consistent temperatures. Whisper-Quiet Operation Indoor units
operate as quiet as a whisper. Live chat is not available.

